
 

B1 Sports Performance Lab 

920 Lohman Lane 
South Pasadena, CA 91024 
(626) 222 - 2472 
 

B1 Batting Cage BP Sessions 
(Baseball/Softball) 
 

Pro Style Batting Practice for a competitive edge! 
 

B1 Sports Performance Lab uses state-of-the-art equipment including HitTrax Swing 
Assessment and Video Analysis System, Strobe Goggles Vision Trainers and expert guidance 
from our well respected Coaching Staff to create a fun, fast-paced and highly effective 
60-minute Batting Practice Program for ages 7 to 18 years old.   

 
Pro-Style Batting Practice from B1 Coaching 
B1 coaching experts will guide your group through a 60-minute hitting 
progression that will include a Dynamic Warm-up and Activation Program 
designed to increase hip, T-spine and shoulder mobility to generate more 
explosive swing power.  Typical sessions will include Tee, Flip and Front Toss 
routines and may include innovative Strobe Goggle training (optional). 
 

HitTrax Baseball/Softball Contests & Sim Games 
The HitTrax system creates a one-of-a-kind gameplay experience that allows 
users to play simulated games or compete in Quality Hit or HR Derby in their 
favorite MLB Stadiums, to foster player engagement and “buy-in” to instruction. 
The powerful software provides real-time stats and key performance metrics.   
 

Strobe Goggles Visual Acuity Training (Optional) 
At B1, we use strobe goggles to train the connections between the eyes, brain 
and body.  As the lenses of these state-of-the-art glasses alternate between 
clear and opaque several times a second, these brief periods of blocked visual 
input result in improved vision, attention and the ability to track and anticipate 
the timing of moving objects, such as a pitched baseball or softball. 
 

“Trained Eye” Expert Video Analysis (Optional) 
For advanced groups, the BP cage sessions can also include Video Capture and 
Expert Review using the powerful analytics available through the HitTrax and/or 
HUDL software.  There is an additional cost of $50 per analysis, which will be 
captured on-site and reviewed and emailed generally within 48 to 72 hours. 
 

B1 Batting Cage Sessions (Pricing for 6 participants at a time) 
Batting Cage with HitTrax & B1 BP Coach - $150 per 60-minute session 
Batting Cage & B1 Staff (no HitTrax) - $120 per 60-minute session 

 

Please email Bat1000jp@gmail.com for online registration or call 
626.222.2472! 
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